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According to The Road Traffic Safety Law on May 1, 2004, it has 
definitely regulated that we carried out the system of the forced automobile liability 
insurance for the third party. As the statute of the forced automobile liability 
insurance for the third party enacted by the state department could not come on for 
a long time, the forced automobile liability insurance for the third party is a fresh 
term for many people.  Accordingly, this article tries to resolve some disputes and 
put forward several legislative suggestions about the forced automobile liability 
insurance for the third party in virtue of researching some basic theories and 
referring to the foreign relevant legislation. There are three parts in this article: 
preface、text、Ending. Meanwhile, the text has the following four chapters: 
Chapter one is the introduction of the forced automobile liability insurance 
for the third party. This chapter mainly expounds the basic theories about the 
forced automobile liability insurance for the third party, such as  definition 、
legislative cases、 legal character、the principles of compensative liability 、
compensatory coverage and so on. In author’s opinion, it is a commercial insurance 
with social security character, and its principle of liability and compensatory 
coverage have been in close connection with the rules of civil tort Act.   
Chapter two has analyzed the legal relationship about the forced automobile 
liability insurance for the third party. By means of analyzing the subject、 object 
and content of the legal relationship , author thought : although the traffic accident 
victim is not the party of insurance contract, it is one of the beneficiaries of 
insurance contact and one of the subjects of this legal relationship; the object of 
legal relationship is that the insurer should take the compensatory responsibility to 
the victim.  In this chapter, author also emphasized the confirmation of coverage 
and right of the insurer and the third party. 















liability insurance for the third party. Reviewing the historical evolvement and 
present situation about the  automobile liability insurance for the third party in our 
country and analyzing some main relevant disputes, author put forward the 
disputed focuses of this question as below: whether the insurer should prepay 
medical fee and whether the third party can claim for compensation directly to the 
insurance company and insurance indemnity standard. The reason for causing the 
dispute is because of lacking other relevant statute and types of insurance which 
can match up to the forced automobile liability insurance for the third party, which 
make the public difficult to discriminate between the automobile liability insurance 
for the third party and the forced automobile liability insurance for the third 
party .Finally, author gives some measures aiming at the enumerative disputes. 
Chapter four has advanced some legislative advices aiming at the problems of 
the current statute of the forced automobile liability insurance for the third party. 
Referring to the foreign advanced relevant legislative experiences, author puts 
forward several ideas about the following problems: such as the relationship 
between business principles and business patterns 、the formation of insurance 
contract 、the modification of insurance contract 、the principles of liability about 
insurance indemnity 、the coverage of  the  third  party、insurance beneficiary 、
the right for the third party to claim for compensation to insurance company 
directly and so on.  
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责任保险产生于 19 世纪的欧美国家，20 世纪 70 年代以后在西方发达国
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